Audi e-tron

Legend

- Airbag
- Reinforcement
- SRS control unit
- High voltage battery
- Stored gas inflator
- Automatic roll bar
- 12 V Battery
- High voltage -cable/-component
- Seatbelt pretensioner
- Cylinder
- Fuel Tank
- High voltage emergency disconnect
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Characteristic features

The Audi e-tron can be identified by the characteristic body design (only electric drive variant), the charging socket and the e-tron logo.

The e-tron logo at the rear and side can optionally be deselected

Vehicle immobilization

1. Push “P”-Button on gear lever
2. Apply parking brake

Switch off ignition

Press START-STOP button without depressing brake pedal

⚠️ Warning: When pressing the START-STOP button and depressing the brake pedal at the same time, the vehicle switch to “ready to drive”!
Deactivation of High Voltage System

⚠️ The High Voltage System is automatically deactivated during accidents in which the airbag(s) deployed.

For all other cases, deactivate the High Voltage System as follows

**Alternative 1 - Emergency disconnect in the vehicle front end accessible,**

open the motor compartment hood

1. Locate the emergency disconnect ➔ on the left side next to the plenum panel
2. Pull out red flap from emergency disconnect
3. Pull out black plug while pressing the red tab
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**Alternative 2 - Emergency disconnect fuse in trunk**

1. Remove the cargo floor
2. Remove fuse box cover
3. Identify emergency fuse disconnection tab and pull out the tab
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**Disconnect 12 V battery**

The 12 V battery is located in the vehicle front end under a cover, next to the plenum panel.

The 12 V negative battery cable is connected to the chassis suspension strut, see picture 1. Unscrew the negative battery cable from the chassis suspension strut, see picture 2.
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The 12 V battery can be accessed when the cover and control boxes located on the top of the battery are removed, see picture 3-5.
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**Disconnect charging cable**

Vehicle connected to charging station:

1. Unlock vehicle via remote control or central locking switch
2. Disconnect charging cable

If needed, refer to additional steps in this rescue sheet
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